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I'll be Home for Christmas

Words Signs

I'll be home for Christmas 
You can plan on me. 
Please have snow 
and mistletoe 
And presents on the tree. 

Christmas eve will find me 
Where the lovelight gleams 
I'll be home for Christmas 
If only in my dreams

Home, me, Christmas.
Plan you for me.
Please snow have 
and kissing plant
And gifts, tree under.

Night before Christmas, I be
Where love lights bright
Home, me, Christmas.
Maybe only in dream.

Home, me, Christmas

Plan  you for me.

Please  (snow) white + rain have
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Cheat Sheet
Signs Description of Actions

under Hold left hand slightly in front of body, palm facing downward, finger held together, not
spread. Circle a right "a" hand under the left hand in a counter-clockwise motion.

us Touch the right "u" hand to the right shoulder. Then move it outward in a semi-circular
motion, ending with the right "u" hand touching the left shoulder. Note: Some signers 
use a right index finger for both "us" and "we."

when Hold the left "d" hand in front of body, palm up. The right index finger moves in a
clockwise motion around the left, then rests on the left index finger to symbolize the
element of time.

where Wave your upward pointing index finger left and right as if panning the space before
you.

white Touch all fingertips and thumb of an open and slightly curved right hand to the chest.
Move the hand forward, while closing it so that the fingertips touch about eight inches
in front of the chest.

write Pantomime writing with the right hand in the palm of the left hand, moving from the left wrist
outward to the fingertips.

year Move the right "s" hand outward, over, and then under the left "s" hand to indicate the
rotation of the sun around the earth over the course of a year.

you Point in the direction of where someone is located. If no one is there, point to an
"imaginary" person.

your Hold right palm outward.
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